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Beyond network metrics and graphs

The ability to identify problems and re-frame them as a network problem 
is more important than the technical skills needed to compute network 
metrics and visualize complex graphs



Network thinking is taking science by storm and 
disrupting the global economy

Network thinking goes beyond computational skills

Network thinking focuses on links and structure rather 
than on characteristics

What is network thinking? 



(1) Small average path length

(2) High clustering coefficient

(3) Unequal degree distribution

Characteristics of real-world networks



Endogeneity [structural level]

Heterogeneity [organizational level]

Proximity [dyadic level]

Dynamics of spatial networks



Endogeneous network formation describes how the current 
network structure influences its further evolution through:

- Reciprocity
- Transitivity
- Preferential attachment
- Repetition

Endogeneity 



Heterogeneity refers to the unequal capacity of actors to 
create and maintain relations with others through: 

- Absorptive capacity 
- Experience 
- Size 

Heterogeneity 



Proximity refers to the mechanism by which pairs of actors 
are attracted and form linkages through their:

- Geographical proximity
- Organizational proximity
- Social proximity
- Cognitive proximity
- Institutional proximity

Proximity 
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